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As the much feared final exams rapidly approach it is understandable that anxiety
is very present in the atmosphere. Despite the notion drilled into our brains that
the results of our SQA Exams is the be all and end all, please believe me that that’s
very incorrect. I am going to try avoid sounding like a guidance teacher but it
might be a bit tricky… But your mental health comes before your exams. Every.
Single. Time. Your mental well-being is of the utmost importance. Anyone who
tells you otherwise is wrong. It’s okay to have an off day. It’s okay to not feel like
yourself. It’s okay to get a bad grade. It’s NOT OKAY for you to ignore your mental
struggles. You are important. Your feelings are valid. Don’t feel ashamed to be
having a hard time - chances are people around you are too. Speak up, and talk
about your problems; don’t bottle them up. Your family, friends, teachers and all
those who care about you, want to help. My key message: mental health above A
grades.
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Mums are amazing. No further introduction, no
further preamble, facts have been stated.
Mothers are exceptional human beings, and we all
need to give them more credit. They put up with so
much; from raising children from babies through to
toddlers, preteens, teenagers, and eventually full-
fledged adults, to managing their own lives on top
of the livelihood and supporting of their children.
Not only did they risk childbirth to bring new life
into the world, but they also help support their
families no matter how hard things get.
I love my mum dearly. I feel that I can talk to her
about anything, and I think she's an incredible
human being. From helping me with my
homework and doing my hair in the mornings to
cooking for me and my sister and working to
ensure that we can achieve our dreams. Whether
that was moving countries to allow me to pursue
higher education or driving my sister to gymnastics
lessons and helping teach her the piano, my mum
does it all. And I'm aware that I haven't made it easy
- I've had my fair share of phases and angry
teenage moments - but that's what's made
everything so special to me: she's never once lost
hope in me. No matter how cross I got with her or
how much I complained, she's not stopped
encouraging me to persevere.
Everyone with a mum, no matter their childhood,
probably has a lot to say about their mother. No
matter how you were raised, we have a lot to
appreciate from our mums. Just like with any figure
in our formative years, we learn outlooks, emotions,
and responses from those around us, and our
mothers are no exception. Mums play a vital role in
our developmental stages, and they are crucial in
shaping who we grow up to be, no matter who we
are.

MUMS ARE
AMAZING!

 
Izzy Clark 

  A man walked into a
bar. Ouch! 
– Mrs Duff

 
Why did the banana

cross the road? Because
he wasn’t peeling well 

– Lauren Chester L4F
 

What’s a ghosts
favourite fruit?

Booberries!
 - Isabella Foulds L4F

 
Knock Knock. Who’s
there? Let us. Let us

who? Let us in! – Emma
Murdoch L4F

 
Knock knock. Who’s
there? Doctor Who? 
– Nathan Smith L4F

 
Knock knock. Who’s

there? Holly who?
Holidays are coming up

so!
 – Mishaal Khan L4F



HsD this week inHsD this week inHsD this week in
pictures!!pictures!!pictures!!



 

 ‘Like, comment, share’: a simple 3 step formula in which activism has been condensed and
exploited for profit by the richest corporations in the world and for social influence by the
everyday ‘white savior.’

Performative activism is generally heralded as, “activism done to increase one’s social capital
rather than because of one’s devotion to a cause,” and has sadly become far too prevalent
across Instagram, Twitter and TikTok today. From #FreeBritney to #FreePalestine, there is a
clear trend of social movements garnering short-lived traction before becoming an
afterthought in the eyes of the public - causing limited progress to be made. By offering a
community in which flooding feeds with one issue, one week, and moving on to another the
next, has become normalised, companies use oppression and suffering to boost their public
image. Furthermore, the opportunistic and performative acts of individuals and brands online
have, undoubtedly, negatively affected the very social issues that they claim they want to help.

Infinitely re-postable and aesthetically pleasing, Instagram infographics have become the
method of choice used by many individuals online to discuss social issues. Whilst minimal
effort is put into even fact-checking these condensed posts, misinformation spreads through
the internet like a wildfire. Ultimately concluding with the topic being left behind in the ashes
as most turn their attention to the next ‘hot’ topic. Social media algorithms are inherently
designed to keep you interested and online for longer; this is why the infographic is so popular.
It gives short, fast pieces of information displayed on a colourful slide, seamlessly designed to
match your feed. This can be incredibly helpful at spreading information quickly but, they also
often lack context and misconstrue situations. Additionally, if they do cite their sources, there is
generally a strange lack of clarity.

More concerning still, is how easily this process can be taken advantage of. Researchers from
the University of Texas wrote about how, “QAnon conspiracy theorists were able to blend into
mainstream social media sites by camouflaging themselves with a similar Instagram aesthetic
and uncontroversial hashtags like #savethechildren on their posts,” and how that led to,
“several high- profile Instagram accounts [boosting] inaccurate or misleading statistics
stemming from QAnon conspiratorial thinking in 2020.” Which probably trickled down into the
feeds of you and I, dramatically worsening the issue of misinformation. This is supported by the
Office of Communications as they found that, “where online platforms give more prominence
to content that captures people’s attention, unscrupulous and politically motivated actors can
take advantage of this to spread false information,”. And so, unwittingly or more sinisterly,
misinformation is a growing problem on social media. What’s more, “half  of adult British social
media users undertook some political activity on social media during the general election,”
according to CASM. Demonstrating that, as we become more politically engaged on social
media, this has never been a more pressing issue.

Perhaps one shield often hidden behind, to defend blatant virtue signaling, is that it raises
awareness about these issues. And, although some amount of temporary care is indeed better
than nothing at all, this should not be the aim; especially considering that communities who
face these issues deal with them every single day. Furthermore, having the money-driven
Influencer and the seemingly woke corporation lead the march for equality has turned
activism into a lucrative business opportunity; becoming problematic as they focus on sectors
of communities that have the largest purchasing power rather than who needs the most
support. Thus, too marginalising women of colour.

DEMYSTIFYING THE PHENOMENONDEMYSTIFYING THE PHENOMENONDEMYSTIFYING THE PHENOMENON
OF PERFORMATIVE ACTIVISMOF PERFORMATIVE ACTIVISMOF PERFORMATIVE ACTIVISM      

  Zara Taylor     



Companies ultimately do exist to make a profit. However, this is no excuse for blatant
performative actions. This is a particular issue for the LGBTQ+ community, many often feeling like
their inclusion comes with ‘terms & conditions’. I’m sure you have seen collection after collection
of rainbow-themed bags, shoes and even crisps get released each June during Pride Month. But
what good is a month-long advertising campaign when in the UK, “one in five LGBT people have
experienced a hate crime or incident due to their sexual orientation and/or gender identity in the
last 12 months,” according to findings conducted by ‘Stonewall’ an organisation centered around
LGBTQ+ liberation. If you’re going to focus an entire collection of clothes or novelty items with the
aim of profiting off of a marginalised demographic, why not at least try to help the oppressed
consumers who are making you rich? No, instead they get half-hearted, one-month-long
attempts of an (often stereotyping) message of inclusion - whilst for the rest of the year donations
get quietly funnelled into political campaigns that actively seek to reduce LGBTQ+ rights, as
exemplified by the parent company of Asda, Walmart, who donated money to US politicians
voting against the Equality Act.

Deep-rooted issues require time and care to solve and this is the fundamental problem with
performative activism, the goal is not to make a difference - it’s to make yourself appear better
than your peers - because of this, it will never amount to real strides forward and will never be
purely altruistic.

In the wake of Summer 2020, and the tragic death of George Floyd, examples of the use of such a
devastating event for popularity - whether that be political or otherwise - have been many. While
#BlackoutTuesday intended to be a day of mourning for the death of Floyd, the resulting flooding
of the Black Lives Matter hashtag, with uninformative black squares drowned out the voices of
Black activists using the hashtag to share vital information about protests, petitions, and funds to
donate to; essentially negating the beneficial abilities of social media as being a platform to uplift
and listen to oppressed voices. Worse still are the trail of unfulfilled campaign promises left
behind:

"I promise you there will be a national commission on policing out of the White House where I’ll
bring everyone to the table, including police chiefs, including civil rights activists, including the
NAACP, including the African, the Latino community. We’re going to sit down there and we’re
going to work it out."

This was the sentiment echoed by Joe Biden after Floyd’s death; ultimately leading his campaign
to victory in the 2020 US election. However, so far progress in forming a US police oversight
commission has been stalled by Biden as of April 2021, 18 months on. Yet, while one man has
received justice, thousands of other black people across the US remain the subject of racially
biased police brutality; the very same violence President Biden promised to tackle, advertising
and using the promise of Police reform to get into office but ultimately not following through on
his promises once there. Exemplifying the fact that, while immense attention was shown to the
issue of police brutality over the summer, by the next, it was an afterthought, and the long-term,
structural changes desperately needed to affect change, were not achieved.

With the rather rapid influx of posts surrounding societal issues, it can be easy to feel
overwhelmed. However, if meaningful change is to be had then education, sustained support and
a genuine wish for improvement are vital. Having the openness to learn the unique nuances and
problems that plague specific communities, rather than blanketing issues as right or wrong, is
necessary and can change lives. That’s what’s at stake here. The lives of millions are left forgotten
and dehumanised. Liveliholds are  destroyed and there is no longer opportunity to create them. A
7-year-old will never see her father again. A gay teenager with destroyed mental health will be
considering the unthinkable. It’s not a matter of should we be trying, it’s that we have to.



Let’s start by making this abundantly clear: the ongoing crisis in
Palestine is not a war between two countries on equal footing,
but rather the unjust occupation of Palestine by Israel.

Due to said occupation, Palestinians have been subject to a
number of violent attacks and breaches of human rights.

So how did this all start? Although tensions had already been
rising in the streets of Jerusalem due to the threatened eviction
of Palestinian families from the Sheikh Jarrah district, the final
straw was the raids at Al Aqsa Mosque. Israel had announced a
10,000 limit of people gathering to pray at the mosque which
was generally well followed by Palestinians during the entirety
of the month.

However, on the last day of Ramadan, a day which is considered
to be the holiest, tens of thousands of Muslims gathered to pray
at Al Aqsa (It is worth mentioning that the Al Aqsa Mosque is
the third holiest site for Muslims in Islam). Unfortunately, these
people were turned down and denied their right to pray which
was viewed as insulting and discriminatory by Muslim
communities all around the globe.

The Israeli police did not hesitate to use violent methods to stop
Palestinian Muslims from praying; they used techniques such
as tear gas and pepper spray on the crowds that had just
wanted to finish their month of fasting peacefully.

In an attempt to fight back against the Israeli forces the Islamic
militant organisation, Hamas, fired rockets aimed at Israeli
people in Jerusalem. This was met with weeks upon weeks of
severe airstrikes on Gaza, in which many innocent civilians lost
their lives. It only goes further downhill from here, as their
methods became increasingly more violent.

In just May of last year, Israeli forces killed a staggering 248
Palestinians, these being just civilian casualties. Furthermore,
Israel has used vicious attacks to try to silence the people of
Palestine, including the bombing of a building that
accommodated international media offices, including popular
news channels like Al Jazeera which was renowned for showing
its support for Palestine. This in turn ensured that Palestinians
could not connect with the outside world to try to report the
harsh conditions which they were forced to live under.

Why there is a crisis in Palestine

and what we can do to help?

  Javeria Nadeem   



It doesn’t just stop there, the Israeli police force has
been patrolling around the streets of Palestine,
assaulting civilians for simply showing support for their
country. And they don’t hesitate to harm just about
anybody; many videos have surfaced on the internet
showing members of the Israeli police force harming
young children, as small as toddlers, and the very
elderly
 
What can we do to help? There are many cost-efficient
ways in which we can show support for Palestine, that
are doable for students like us. Aside from the obvious
choice of donating some pocket change, we can help
alternatively by shedding light on the silenced voices of
civilians living under the harsh Israeli rule. To do this,
one could share interviews, newspaper articles, videos
even of the jarring treatment Palestinians are facing
currently. All of this can be found on social media apps
like Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, etc.

Another way in which we can help is by boycotting
Israeli products and of those companies that support
Israel’s actions against Palestine. Often fruits from Israel
are marketed as ‘produce from Israel’ however that is
simply not true as they have been grown on land stolen
from Palestinians. Perhaps the first thing we ought to
do is to go boycott all fruits that are labelled as such.
Other products include those from companies, such as
Pillsbury which again makes its produce on land stolen
from Palestinians.
We can do small acts like creating posters and leaving
them in our windows, hanging up signs, or even just
putting stickers on our cars. This is simple yet effective
as it shows Palestinians that they’re not alone in this
tough time and that many people stand beside them.

 



Canva  
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NOTE
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!
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   Out of the many major airports in New York,
most people would say that the one that they
dread visiting the most is LaGuardia Airport. 

 
The terminals are laid out bizarrely, making them
counterproductive: there are always holdups; and,

on several occasions, there have even been
swarms of mosquitos to contend with. However,

all of this is to change. 
 

An $8BN project was approved to rebuild
LaGuardia airport to make it better for people to

travel to and from, and the first phase of this build
has just been completed. Terminals C and D are
being combined to form one terminal, to help

cope with the bigger planes and increased
number of passengers that the airport is now

seeing. Terminal B reopened in January 2022, and
since this has happened, customer satisfaction

has been much higher.  

Co-Deputy Editor, Isla Watson 

A huge thank you
to Ruby for

formatting the
majority of this
week’s edition

whilst I was “Gay
Gordoning” at the  
F5/6 Spring Fling!

It was a great
night, but I think
it’s fair to say my

feet are in agony…
I hope you all
enjoyed a wee
HSD Celidh (for

the first time in 2
years!) and one
big final thank

you to Miss
Douglas who
gave up her

evenings three
days in a row to
help out!! Have a
great weekend :) 


